
From:
To: North East Cambridge AAP
Subject: Re: FW: FW: Cambridge needs better skate parks!
Date: 24 September 2020 17:30:44

Hello,

Yes I confirm.

Many thanks,
Thea

On Thu, Sep 24, 2020, 17:24 North East Cambridge AAP
<nec@greatercambridgeplanning.org> wrote:

Dear Taya

 

Can you confirm if you wish your comments to be registered as part of the
consultation on the North East Cambridge Area Action Plan which is currently
open at www.greatercambridgeplanning.org/nec? If so, please be aware that
your name will be published alongside your comments, but your contact details
and other personal information will not. For this reason we require you to confirm
that you are happy with this, in accordance with our Privacy Statement. Please
do so before the 5pm consultation deadline on 5th October 2020.

 

Please do respond to this email to confirm you wish your comments to be
registered. It would also be helpful to know if you would like to be kept up to date
via email, with this and other planning consultations in the future.

 

 

Terry De Sousa | Principal Planning Policy Officer

 

 

https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/planning

https://www.scambs.gov.uk/planning/



Greater Cambridge Shared Planning: a strategic partnership between Cambridge City and South Cambridgeshire
District Councils

 

 

From:  
Sent: 01 September 2020 14:20
To: LocalPlan (GC) <localplan@greatercambridgeplanning.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Cambridge needs better skate parks!

 

Hello,

 

 

Thank you for your email and yes please, I would like to be involved in any plans to
build a new skatepark and am happy to voice this need to the council. 

 

I think it's very important that skaters have a say in any builds happening in the future so
that parks can be made accessible! 

 

Many thanks,

Thea 

 

On Tue, Sep 1, 2020, 14:06 LocalPlan (GC) <localplan@greatercambridgeplanning.org>
wrote:

 

Dear Taya

 

Thank you for your suggestion for the North East Cambridge AAP area. We are really
keen to understand what people think about the provision of new facilities including
skate parks, so ideas such as this one would really help the councils in preparing the
next version of the plan. It is not clear from your email whether you would like us to
treat your email as a formal response to the consultation. If so, can you please confirm
via email that this is the case so we can consider your comments further moving
forward.

 





stuck in parks that no one can use. We need open, flat ground with smaller ramps and
seating areas. 

 

This needs to change! 

Please consider building a new park or putting some money into existing parks with
you plans. 

 

Many thanks

Taya Field 
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